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Abstract 
The specification statement allows us to easily express what a program statement does. This 
paper shows how refinement of specification statements can be directly expressed using the pred- 
icate calculus. It also shows that the specification statements interpreted as predicate transformers 
form a complete lattice, and that this lattice is the lattice of conjunctive predicate transformers. 
The join operator of this lattice is constructed as a specification statement. The join operators of 
two interesting sublattices of the set of specification statements are also investigated. @ 1999- 
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1. introduction 
We are motivated by programs operating on a state space whose finite collection of 
coordinates are called variables. A predicate is a function from the state of a program 
to a boolean. A predicate transformer is a function from one predicate to another. The 
behavior of a program statement is captured by its weakest precondition semantics. 
The weakest precondition semantics of a statement is a predicate transformer that maps 
a predicate on the final state of the statement to a predicate on the initial state. We 
identify a program statement with its weakest precondition semantics. 
Q and a program statement S, S.Q is the weakest precondition that 
will terminate in a state in which Q holds. 
Given a predicate 
guarantees that S 
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A powerful and convenient program statement is the specijication statement intro- 
duced by Carroll Morgan [ 131. It has three components, and is written as 
w : [Pre, Post] 
where w (the frame) is a list of variables, and Pre (the precondition) and Post (the 
postcondition) are predicates. If started in a state satisfying Pre, the statement termi- 
nates in a state satisfying Post, modifying only those variables listed in the frame w. 
In this paper we formulate refinement in the lattice of specification statements using 
the predicate calculus. We show that the lattice of specification statements and the 
lattice of conjunctive predicate transformers are the same, and construct the join in the 
lattice. We show that the join of a set of specification statements S is the least re- 
fined conjunctive predicate transformer that refines the angelic choice of the statements 
from S. We investigate properties of the lattice of universally conjunctive predicate 
transformers, and the relation between its join and angelic choice. Finally, we discuss 
the meaning of the join operations in the various lattices, and suggest applications of 
the join to program development. 
Our proof format is from [7]. We use P[v := e] to denote the predicate that holds 
for the expression e just when the predicate P holds for the variable u. The expression 
where x is an unordered list of identifier names (dummies), R (the range) is a pred- 
icate, and T (the term) is an expression of the appropriate type, is used to denote 
quantification. When R is true everywhere or understood, we omit the range and write 
the quantification as 
A common quantifier is the set constructor, written as 
{XlRDT) 
which denotes the set containing all the terms T where x satisfies R. We use [ ] for 
everywhere brackets, which denote universal quantification over all variables. 
A predicate transformer is positively conjunctive if it distributes over any nonempty, 
possibly infinite conjunction. It is called universally conjunctive if it also distributes 
over the empty conjunction. We will use conjunctive to mean positively conjunctive. 
We assume that the reader has a rudimentary knowledge of lattice theory. Birkhoff 
[6] contains a thorough treatment of the subject, and Van de Snepscheut [ 161 provides a 
self-contained introduction to the aspects of lattice theory extensively used in program 
semantics. The join operation in a lattice is denoted by 7, and the meet is denoted 
by 1. We write 1‘ Z, where Z is a set, to mean the join of all the elements in Z, and 
similar for L Z. 
The definition of the simple specification statement, for any predicate Q, is given by 
(w: [Pre,Post]).Q= Pre A (VW 1 Post D Q). (1) 
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Notationally, it is often convenient to be able to express the postcondition in terms 
of the initial values of variables. We therefore permit Post to be a predicate on both 
initial and final states. We adopt the convention that a variable subscripted with 0 in 
the postcondition refers to the initial value of the variable. Pre is a predicate on initial 
states only. Therefore, we assume that Pre is independent of initial-value variables. 
Since the only variables that are modified are those from the frame, the final value of 
all variables not in w is the same as their initial value. Consequently, we assume that 
all initial-value variables on which Post depends are from WO. Like Morgan [ 131, we 
have 
(w : [Pre, Post]).Q = Pre A (VW 1 Post D Q)[wo := w]. (2) 
We use 9s to denote the set of specification statements with a fixed frame w, and Y 
to denote specification statements from Ys whose postconditions are independent of 
initial-value variables. 
Demonic choice 0 is defined as follows: Given any predicate Q, 
(~iDSi).Q=(b’iDS~.Q)~ (3) 
The following lemma gives a simple expression for the specification statement that 
corresponds to the demonic choice of a set of specification statements. 
Lemma. For specijkation statements from 90 (or from Y), 
(OiDW:[q,Qi])=w:[(~/iDp;),(3iDQi)]. (4) 
Proof. Follows from (2) and (3). 0 
The refinement relation C on statements (cf. [3]) is defined as follows: 
(5) 
2. Lattice of specifications 
In this section we show that 9’ is a complete lattice. We use the following lemma 
from lattice theory, which can be found in [6]. 
Lemma (lattices). Let (X, <, J ) be a complete semi-lattice with a maximum element. 
For any ZGX, let TZ be defined to be ~{xI (VZ~ZEZDZ<X)DX}. Then (X, 6, 1, T) 
is a complete lattice. (6) 
The join operation constructed by this lemma is the only join operation that is 
consistent with the d relation and J, . 
Theorem. The Y-specijkation statements form a complete lattice. (7) 
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Proof. The structure (Y, 0, L ) forms a complete semi-lattice since (4) ensures that 
the meet of every nonempty subset of specification statements from Y exists. The 
element w : [true,false] E 9’ is above every element in Y. The result follows from (6). 
0 
3. Conjunctive predicate transformers 
In this section we show that Yo is the set of conjunctive predicate transformers. As 
a result, we also know that 90 forms a complete lattice [5]. We will also show that 
Y is a proper subset of 90. 
Lemma. Every statement from 9~ is a conjtlnctive predicate transformer. (8) 
Proof. Let {i D P,} be a nonempty set of predicates. We will show that any statement 
from 90 is conjunctive. 
(W:[P,Q]).(tGDPi) 
= ((2): def. of the specification statement} 
PA(‘v”w(Q~(Vi~fl))[w~:=w] 
= {nesting of quantifiers} 
PA(fhD(~wIQDfi))[wo:=w] 
= {distribution of substitution} 
PA(~‘iD(~w(QDfi)[wo:=w]) 
= (distribution of A over Q - nonempty range} 
(~it>PA(~wIQDfi)[wo:=w]) 
= ((2): def. of the specification statement} 
(v’iD(w:[P,Q]).e). 0 
Lemma. Every conjunctive predicate transformer is in 9’0. (9) 
Proof. The proof of this lemma follows from the observation that any conjunctive 
predicate transformer can be generated using the primitive commands assignment, as- 
sert, and assume, which are the specification statements 
v : [true, v = e[v := vo]] : [v = e, Due] : [true, v = e], 
respectively, and the constructors demonic choice and sequential composition [5]. The 
frame of a specification statement can be enlarged according to the following theorem 
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from Morgan [ 131: 
Finally, specification statements are closed under demonic choice (see Lemma (4)) and 
sequential composition. 0 
The following theorem follows immediately from the two lemmas above. 
Theorem. The Yo-speciJication statements are exactly the conjunctive predicate trans- 
f ormers. (10) 
Corollary. The 9’0-specijcation statements form a complete lattice. (11) 
Proof. Follows from the fact that the conjunctive predicate transformers form a com- 
plete lattice [5]. 0 
Having shown that the lattice of specification statements with initial-value variables 
is the complete lattice of conjunctive predicate transformers, we now show that in- 
troducing initial-value variables strictly increases the expressive power of specification 
statements. 
Theorem. Y # 9’0, i.e., Y is a proper subset of 90. (12) 
Proof. We will show that x : [true,x =x0 + l] E 90 has no counterpart in 9’. Assume 
that it does have a counterpart, and let the counterpart be w : [P, Q]. Then, by definition, 
we have for all R 
[(x:[true,x=xo + ~]).Rs(w:[P,Q]).R]. 
Using the definition of the specification statements, this simplifies to 
[R[x:=x+ ~]sPA(~+~QDR)]. (13) 
Instantiating (13) with R := true, we get [true G P]. We now consider two cases: w is 
empty and w is nonempty. 
If w is empty, instantiating (13) with R := (x = 6) gives us 
[x=5=Q+x=6]. (14) 
However, [x = 6 + RHS of (14)], whereas ~[x = 6 + LHS of (14)] - a contradiction. 
If w is nonempty, then it contains a variable, say y. Instantiating (13) with R := (y = 
6) yields 
Notice that y is free on the left-hand side of the above (even if x and y coincide), 
but not on the right-hand side. Therefore the two predicates cannot be equal - a 
contradiction. 
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Both cases lead to a contradiction, completing the proof. 0 
4. Refinement 
In this section, we use predicate calculus to directly formulate the refinement relation 
on Yo-specification statements. As a special case, the theorem applies equally well to 
Y-specification statements. 
Theorem (refinement). 
W : [p, e] 5 W : [p’, (j’] i [p =5 P’] A [P =+ (~VDQ’~Q)[WO := w]]. (15) 
Proof. We prove this using a ping-pong argument. 
Ping. 
w:[P,Q]Ew:[I”,Q’] 
= ((5): def. of & } 
(VR D [(w : [p, Q]).R+(w : [P’, Q’]).R]) 
= ((2): def. of the specification statement} 
(~‘RD[PA(VW)QDR)[W~:=~]~P’A(~‘W~Q’DR)[~~:=W]]) 
+ {pred. talc.} 
(VRD[(P~P’)A(PA(V~IQDR)[~,:=W]~(\~~IQ’DR)[~~:=W])]) 
= (distribution of A over [ 1) 
(VR D [&I”] A [PA (bv 1 Q D R)[wo := w] + (k’w 1 Q’ D R)[wo := w]]) 
= (pred. talc.; distribution of substitution over +} 
(VR D [f%P’] A [p+( (VW 1 Q D R)=i+w 1 Q’ D R))[wo := w]]) 
-e {substitution is monotonic; pred. talc.) 
(VR D [I’=@] A [P+(vw D Q’+Q)[wO := w]]) 
= {pred. talc.} 
[I’+#] A [P=a(Vw D Q’+Q>[wo := w]]. 
Pong. 
w:[P,Q]&v:[P’,Q’] 
= ((5): def. of C ; (2): def. of the specification statement} 
(VRD[PA (b~~QDR)[w~:=w]=dA(~w~ Q’DR)[wo:=w]]) 
= {interchange of quantifiers) 
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[(VRDPA(VWIQDR)[ w,,:=w]~P’~(~w)Q’DR)[w~:=w])] 
*{pick k fresh for w, P, P’, Q, Q’, wg} 
[(~~~k=wD(~~D~A(~w~~D~)[w~:=w]~~’A(~w/~’D~)[w~:=w]))] 
=+ { instantiate with R : = Q[WO := k] } 
[(b’k(k=w~PA(Vw~QDQ[w,,:=k])[w,,:=w] 
=sP’ A (VW 1 Q’ D Q[w,, := k])[ws := w])] 
= {one-point rule - k is fresh in P, P’, w, WO} 
[f’A(v’wtQ~Q[ wo:=k])[k,w():=w,w] 
+p’A(vwjQ’~Q[ w,:=k])[k,wo:=w,w]] 
= {dummy renaming, pick t fresh for Q, Q’, w, ws, k; 
distribute substitution in} 
[PA (Vt 1 Q[w := t] D Q[w := t][wo := k])[k, w. := w, w] 
+P’ A (vt 1 Q’[w := t] D Q[w := t][wo := k])[k, wg := w, w]] 
= {distribute substitution in - k is fresh in Q, Q’, t} 
[PA (VlI Q[w := t][wo := w] D Q[w := t][wo := w]) 
+P’ A (tJt 1 Q’[w := t][wo := w] D Q[w := t][wo := w])] 
= {pred. talc.} 
[PA true +P’ A (Vt 1 Q’[w := t] D Q[w := t])[wo := w]] 
= {pred. talc.; dummy renaming} 
[P+“] A [P=++w 1 Q’ D Q)[wo := w]]. Cl 
As a notational convenience, we define the operator - on predicates by 
[-P = P[w,wo:=wo,w]]. 
We will frequently use the following properties of - : 
(16) 
N is an involution, i.e., N is its own inverse. 
[P] E [N P], since [ ] quantifies over all variables. 
(17) 
(18) 
-, like any substitution, distributes over all connectives. (19) 
Corollary (refinement in Ys). For Yo-speci’cation statements, 
w : [P, Q] & w : [P’, Q’] E [P+P’] A [N P A Q”Q]. (20) 
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Proof. 
w:[P,Q]&w:[P’,Q’] 
= {( 15): refinement theorem} 
[k?‘] A [P+ (VW 1 Q’ D @ [Wo := W]] 
= ((16): def. of N - (VW ( Q’ D Q) is independent of w} 
[P=G”] A [P=+ - (VW / Q’ D Q)] 
= {(18);(19);(17); pred. caic.} 
[WP’] A [ N P+(b’w D Q’+Q)] 
= {distribution of =S over V - -P is independent of w, 
since P is independent of WO} 
[P+P’] A [(VW D - P+(Q%Q))] 
= {[ ] quantifies over w} 
[P+P’] A [ N P+(Q’+Q)] 
= {pred. talc.} 
[P+P’] A [N P A Q’+Q]. 0 
Corollary (refinement in Y). For Y-specijcation statements, 
w : [P, Q] 5 w : [P’, Q’] = [P=sP’] A [(Jw D P) A Q’+Q]. 
Proof. 
w:[P,Q]Lw:[P’,Q’] 
= ((20): refinement in 90) 
[P+P’] A [ N PA Q’+Q] 
= {[ ] quantifies over wo} 
[P=.P’] A [(b’wo D N P A Q’*Q)] 
= {pred. talc. - Q’, Q are independent of WO} 
[P+P’] A [ (3~0 D N f’) A Q’=@] 
= ((16): def. of N; dummy renaming - P is independent of WO} 
[P+P’] A [(3w D P) A Q’+Q]. 0 
(21) 
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5. Join composition 
As a direct consequence of (7) and (1 1 ), we know that there exists a choice operator 
that is the dual of demonic choice in the complete lattices of specification statements. 
In fact, we can use the construction in (6) to define the dual operation, which we 
denote by A. 
Definition (join composition). 
AZ=[{P,QI (~‘~‘,Q’~,:[~‘,Q’]EZD~:[P’,Q’I C w: [J’,Ql,Du’:[P,Ql>. (22) 
Since the specification statements form a complete lattice, there is some specification 
statement hat corresponds to AZ. The rest of this section is devoted to computing the 
closed form of this specification statement. 
Theorem (join composition in Ye). For 9*-specijication statements, 
A{iDW:[P;,Qi]} = W:[(!IiD>),(V’iD -pl+Qi)]. 
Proof. For any arbitrary statement w : [P, Q], we calculate, 
A{i~W:[fi,Qil}Lw:[P,Ql 
(23) 
= {def. of join (lattice theory)} 
(‘diDw:[P,,Q,l~,:[P,Ql, 
= { (20): refinement in Yoj 
(vi D [p;:P] A [ N p; A Q+Q;]) 
= {pred. talc. (term split; interchange of quantifiers)} 
[(vii D fi+F’)] A [(Vi D N P, A Q+Q;)] 
= {pred. talc.} 
[(3iDfl)+P]A[Q+(ViD -fi=+Qi)] 
= {[(KD N pI+ false) + (vi D - fi+Q,)]} 
[(3iDfi)=+P]A[Q+(YiD ~p):+fa/se)V(Yir> -pl=+-Qi)] 
= {pred. talc. (shunting; De Morgan)} 
[(3ir>~)~P]/\[QA(Lli~ -fi)+(ViD -P;+Q;)] 
= {( 19): distribution of N over 3) 
[(3iDI:)=+P] A [Qr\ - @iDfi)+(k+iD -fi+Qi)] 
= ((20): refinement in 9s) 
W : [(ji D p;), (vi D -f’+Qi)lLw:[P,Ql. 
Since w : [P, Q] was arbitrary, we have established (23). q 
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The postcondition of the join of Yo-specification statements may depend on initial- 
value variables even if the postconditions of the statements being joined do not. Thus, 
the join in 90 is not necessarily the same join as the one in 9. We continue by 
showing the closed form of the join in Y. 
Theorem (join composition in 9). For Y-spec$cation statements, 
A{i D w : [p;, Qj]} = w : [(Eli D P;), (Vi D (3~ D pi)+Qj)] (24) 
Proof. Similar to proof of (23). 0 
Remark. Given a set of specification statements 2 without initial-value variables, AZ 
in 9’0 is refined (in the lattice of all predicate transformers) by AZ in 9. 
6. Universally conjunctive predicate transformers 
Back and von Wright show that the universally conjunctive predicate transformers 
form a complete lattice (referred to as ‘%‘L) [5]. In this section we show that given 
any nonempty Z & %YL, the join of the elements from 2 in %?L is the same as their 
join in Pa. We also relate the join of 97: to angelic choice, the join in the lattice 
of all predicate transformers. Throughout this section, we use A to denote the join 
in 90. 
6.1. Joining statements in %?z 
We show that the lattice of universally conjunctive predicate transformers, VT, is a 
proper sublattice of the lattice of conjunctive predicate transformers. 
Since %?i is a subset of 9’0, every universally conjunctive predicate transformer 
is a specification statement. The following lemma shows exactly which specification 
statements are universally conjunctive. 
Lemma. w : [P, Q] is universally conjunctive E [P 3 true]. (25) 
Proof. All specification statements in 90 are conjunctive. For a specification statement 
to be universally conjunctive, it must also distribute the empty conjunction. By (2), 
(w : [P, Q]).true = P, from which the lemma follows. 0 
The following lemma shows that g: is closed under nonempty A, the join from 90. 
Lemma. Zf Z 2 9’0 and there is an element z E Z such that z is universally conjunctive, 
then AZ is universally conjunctive. (26) 
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Proof. From (23) the precondition of AZ is given by the disjunction of the pre- 
conditions of statements in Z. By (25), the precondition for z is true, which im- 
plies that the precondition for AZ is true. Applying (25) once more concludes the 
proof. Cl 
Theorem. (%‘L, 5, [I, A) is a proper sublattice of (90, C, 0, A) (27) 
Proof. G$?z is a subset of 90, and hence C: is a partial order on %‘L. The dual of 
Theorem 2(f) from [5] shows that the meet operation in %?L is 0. Let Z be any 
nonempty subset of VL. By (26), AZ is universally conjunctive. Therefore it is the 
join in (e:. We conclude that % /: is a sublattice of 90. Vi is a proper sublattice of 
90 since, for example, w : [false, true] $ %TL. Cl 
4.2. Join and angelic choice 
Let L. denote angelic choice, i.e., the join operator in the complete lattice of all 
predicate transformers. When two conjunctive predicate transformers are composed us- 
ing u , the result need not be conjunctive. Morgan shows a function o that maps an 
arbitrary predicate transformer S to the least-refined universally conjunctive predicate 
transformer that refines S [14]. Formally, CI is characterized, for any predicate trans- 
former S, by 
(28) 
(29) 
We now show that 
Theorem. For any nonempty subset Z of universally conjunctive predicate transform- 
ers. we have 
AZ = q .( LIZ). (30) 
Proof. From lattice theory we have for any lattice (X, <, 1, j’ ), with Z C_ X and u E X, 
~Z=Z.fE(%/IXEXDu<X- (~z(zEZDz<x)). (31) 
With u :== T Z, we obtain 
(Vx’xxExD t Z<X= (~z/zzEzDZbX)). (32) 
For nonempty Z, 
AZ=o.( LIZ) 
= ((27): Ais the join in UL, and (31) with u:=o.( LIZ), and (28)) 
(~CICE??~ DO.(Uz)&C= (i’~‘z/EzDt>~C)) 
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= ((29)) 
(~‘~CEE;D(UZ)[ZCE (bk’zZEZDZ&C)) 
= ((32) for the c omplete lattice of all pred. transformers} 
(~C~CE~~D(~Z~ZEZDD~C)E(~Z)ZZZZDZ~C)) 
= {pred. talc.} 
true. •i 
We also define d for an arbitrary predicate transformer S by 
q ‘.S.Q- (&?DS.R) Ao.S.Q, 
d maps an arbitrary predicate transformer S to the least-refined transformer that is both 




Proof. (33) follows from the definition of d, Morgan’s (28), (25), and (10). The 
proof of (34) uses the results described in [13], and we give the following hint: One 
can define B and B in terms of Morgan’s A_ and 2 (see [ 131) and then show that (B,B) 
forms a Galois connection and that d = B o B. 0 
Theorem. For any subset Z of conjunctive predicate transformers, we have 
Az=o’.( uz). (35) 
Proof. The proof is the same as for (30), but with 90 for %?L, (33) for (28), and 
(34) for (29). 0 
7. Discussion 
In this section, we examine the behavior of statements that are composed using A. 
We show that the join can be used in program development, and discuss its relationship 
with relational program semantics and parallel programs. 
Letting Z denote the set {i D w : [fi, Qi]}, we examine AZ. According to (23) and 
(24), the precondition for AZ is 
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which allows the statement o be executed whenever the precondition for any statement 
in Z is true. Contrast this with demonic choice (4) where all the preconditions have 
to be true. 
The postcondition for Ys-specification statements is given by 
which can be read as follows: for every statement w : [Pi, Qi] whose precondition is 
true in the initial state, its postcondition is true on termination of AZ. AZ does not nec- 
essarily guarantee that every Qi holds on termination, but only that those Qi for which 
the corresponding Pi holds initially, hold upon termination. Since the precondition of 
AZ implies that some pi holds initially, some Qi will hold in the final state. 
The postcondition for Y-specification statements is given by 
(ViD (gWDfl)+Qi) 
which can be read as follows: for every statement W:[Pi,Qi] whose precondition is true 
for some value of w, its postcondition is true on termination of AZ. Note that since 
the specification statement is allowed to change only those variables mentioned in the 
frame, (3w b pi) will be true just when there is some assignment of w for which e 
holds in the initial state. In other words, (3w~lq) will be true if, from the post-state it 
is possible to arrive back at a state that satisfies Pi by modifying only those variables 
mentioned in w. 
Back and Butler introduce a fusion operator, denoted 0, that is similar to our join 
and that satisfies similar properties [4]. However the join of two statements differs from 
their fusion, as can be seen by the following result from Back and Butler [4]: 
The fusion of two statements is refined by their join, with equality holding just when 
the two statements have equal preconditions. Universally conjunctive predicate trans- 
formers have true as their precondition; therefore the fusion and join of two universally 
conjunctive predicate transformers are equal. 
7.1. Examples 
To improve our understanding of A, we give some examples of its operation. Con- 
sider the join of x:[x=O,xmod2=0], x:[x= l,lO,<x], and x:[y=O, x=20]. The 
first of these statements is the statement hat, if started in a state in which x = 0, ends 
in a state where x is even, having modified only x. The second statement requires 
precondition x = 1, and modifies the value of x to be at least 10. The third statement 
requires y = 0 and sets x to 20. Since these statements do not mention initial-value 
variables, they are in both Y and 90. 
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We calculate the join of these statements in 90. 
x:[x==O,xmod2=O]Ax:[x=1,10<x]Ax:[y=0, x=20] 
= ((23): def. of A in Yc} 
x:[x=OVx= lVy=O, 
(~(x=O)~xmod2=O)A(-(x=1)=+10~x)~(-(y=O)~x=20)] 
= ((16): def. of -} 
x:[x=OVx= 1 vy=o, 
(xg = 0+x mod 2 = O)A(xa = l+ 10 dx)A (y = 0+x = 20)]. (36) 
This is the statement hat can start from an initial state where any of the three previous 
preconditions is satisfied. The statement guarantees that upon termination, x is even if 
x = 0 initially, x is at least 10 if x = 1 initially, and x is 20 if y = 0 initially. We now 
calculate the join of these three statements in Y. 
x:[x=O,xmod2=O]Ax:[x=1,lO<x]Ax:[y=O,x=20] 




= {pred. talc.} 
x:[x=Ovx= 1 Vy=O,xmod2=OA lOdx/\(y=O+x=20)]. (37) 
The precondition of this statement is the same as the precondition of (36). However, 
statement (37) always guarantees that upon termination, x is even and at least 10. 
Stated differently, although Y is a subset of 90, Y is not a sublattice of 90. 
As a second example, the join of the statements t: [true, t = 0] and t: [true, t = l] 
(which represent the assignment statements t := 0 and t := 1) is given by 
t:[true,t=O]At:[true,t=l] 
= ((23)or (24): def. of A} 
t:[true,t=OAt=l] 
= {pred. talc.} 
t : [ true,fulse] . 
The example shows that joining two specification statements that have disjoint post- 
conditions produces the top element of 9 (or Yc), a statement whose execution is 
always miraculous [ 131. Contrast this to the angelic choice of the same two statements 
which angelically chooses to set t to 0 or 1 [5]. 
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In certain circumstances, the join of a set of specification statements can be con- 
structed in a simple manner. Let {i D w : [P;, Q]} be a set of specification statements 
with pairwise disjoint preconditions. Then, in 90, the specification statement 
is the specification statement that corresponds to the statement 
if (OiDpj -~:vl,eil, fi 
(see [71). 
Although the join in the lattices Y and yb are distinct, in certain cases their appli- 
cation can result in the same specification statement. Let {i D Ql} be a set of predicates 
that are independent of initial-value variables. Then, 
(Ai D w : [true, Q;]) 
is the same in Y and 9s. 
Consider the assignment statement x :=x + 1 that is specified in 9s by x : [true,x = 
xg + 11. An alternative method for specifying such statements in 9s is to use spec- 
ification constants. The statement x :=x + 1 would be written as follows using the 
specification constant X: 
x:[x=X, x=x+ I]. 
Given a particular value of X, the statement above provides a partial specification for 
x :=x + 1, namely the specification when the statement is begun in a state in which 
x =X. If we consider the join of the set of partial specifications obtained by assigning 
various values to X, we obtain x :=x + 1. We calculate: 
(AXDX:[X=X,X=X+ 11) 
= ((23): def. of A in 9s) 
X:[(%DX=X),(~~DX,j=X=+X=X+ I)] 
= {X ranges over the type of x; pred. talc.} 
x : [true,.x =x0 + 11. 
The specification constant can be thought of as being implicitly bound by a A- 
quantification in 9s. A similar calculation in .4p results in x: [true,false], which serves 
as an alternative proof that Y # 90. 
7.2. Purallel programs 
Consider the two statements x, y : [true,x = 51 and x, y : [true, y = 71. Their join (in 
both ,Y and ,Y,o) is 
x, y : [trtle,x = 5Ay = 71. 
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In this case, the join produces a statement hat has the effect of both of the statements 
being composed. Stated differently, in this case, the join corresponds to the parallel 
composition of the two statements. 
The join does not always correspond to our operational understanding of parallel 
composition. For example, the join of t := 0 and t := 1 (see above) is miraculous; the 
parallel composition of these statements does not “make sense”. As a comparison, in 
the temporal logic of actions (TLA) [ 121, specifications are, crudely speaking, the post- 
condition component of Yc-specification statements (except that TLA allows temporal 
logic formulas). Conjunction in TLA is thus related to our join operator. TLA uses 
conjunction to model parallel composition (cf. [2]), and, as in our case, the issue of 
this not always corresponding to parallel composition is present. 
One can consider doing away with “interference” between statements to be composed 
in parallel by restricting their frames. For example, the statements 
x : [P, Q] and y : [P’, Q’] (38) 
do not interfere with each other if x and y are disjoint, Q does not mention y or ya, 
and Q’ does not mention x or xc. One can then consider expanding the frame of each 
of these statements to obtain 
x, y : K Ql and x, Y : P’, Q’l, (39) 
after which one can apply our join operator (which then produces the parallel com- 
position). Ideally, we would want the result to be a refinement of each statement in 
(38). The join is indeed a refinement of each of the statements in (39) - by definition 
- but between (38) and (39) the refinements that hold: 
x,y:[P,QlLx:[f’,Ql and x,y:[~‘,Q’lLv:[~‘,Q’l (40) 
are in the opposite direction of what we would like. Thus one cannot hope to get 
from (38) to (40) via (39), but must go from (38) to (40) directly. A definition of 
“interference-free” in terms of implementations and their proofs can be found in [ 151. 
7.3. Relational program semantics 
There are many relational models of programs. A relational model that captures all 
conjunctive predicate transformers is that of Dijkstra [8]. The model uniformly captures 
both the weakest precondition and weakest liberal precondition semantics of programs 
[7]. However, in that model, relational intersection (conjunction) is not exactly our 
join. To illustrate, consider a state space consisting of one variable, x, which can take 
on one of two values, 0 or 1. Then, the join of the statements 
x : [x = 0,x = 11, (41) 
x: [x=1,x= 11, (42) 
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is 
x: [true,x= 11. 
To model nontermination, the relational program model of Dijkstra uses an extra, ar- 
tificial state, co, and requires as a healthiness conditions that every statement contains 
the transition from cc in the pre-state to co in the post-state, and contain no other 
transition from cc in the pre-state. A program execution from a given state is seen 
as demonically choosing one of the possible transitions from that state, the empty de- 
monic choice resulting in miraculous termination. The following depiction of relations 
correspond to statements (41) and (42) respectively. 
x=0+x=1, x=0403, 
x=1 +oo, x=1 +x=1, 
The conjunction (intersection) of these statements corresponds to 
which equals the miraculous statement M (see [S]), and not (43). Thus, relational 
intersection is different from our join. 
However, it is also possible to represent statements (41) and (42) as 
x=0+x=1, x=0 -+x=0,x= l,cQ, 
x= 14x=0,x= l,oo, x=1 +x=1, 
The intersection of these relations does correspond to our join. To be sure the latter 
pair of representations are used for (41) and (42), one would have to require as an 
additional healthiness condition that from every normal state that can transition to cx 
(i.e., from which nontermination is possible), there is a possible transition to each of 
the other post-states. The problem with this condition is that statements are then no 
longer closed under composition, something that can be corrected by instead choosing 
the healthiness condition: 
I. The transition 00 to cc is present, and 
2. For every initial state s (including m), if a transition to cc is possible from s, 
then there is also a transition from s to every post-state. 
This healthiness condition would lead to a calculus quite different from Dijkstra’s 
[8]. This model is explored in [lo], and is the traditional model for relational program 
semantics. 
Other applications of a join operator can be traced from [9], which uses yet another 
relational model. For example, the miraculous statement w : [true,fulse] is not modeled. 
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7.4. Program development 
The join of two specification statements w : [P, Q] and w : [P’, Q’] results in the weak- 
est (conjunctive) specification that is a refinement of both the statements. We suggest 
how this fact can be used to one’s advantage in program development. 
Suppose that a large software project has many people working on it. Somehow, 
persons A and B both write specifications for procedure proc. Person A writes 
w:[P,Ql 
and person B writes 
w : [P’, Q’] 
Following this, programs are written that depend on one or the other of these spec- 
ifications. When the mistake is noticed, a lot of work would be necessary to rectify 
the errors that were introduced as a result of assuming different specifications - unless 
one can find an implementation that meets both specifications. If the programming lan- 
guage at hand is one corresponding to the conjunctive predicate transformers, then the 
weakest specification such an implementation must satisfy is 
w : [P, Q] A w : [P’, Q’] 
which we can now write in closed form. Implementing this specification would correct 
the errors introduced because of inconsistent specifications. 
A similar situation can arise when using source code control systems. Suppose two 
programmers edit the same procedure and produce different implementations. Using the 
statements for the two implementations, one can compute the specification statement 
that describes an implementation that refines both implementations - the join of the two 
implementations. Methods for integrating two different implementations of programs 
have been proposed before (see, for instance [l 11). The join operation computed here 
is the basis for reasoning about the correctness of such a method. 
The join is also the basis for the paradigm of program construction by parts [9]. 
The paradigm proposes that a specification S be written as the join of specifications 
S’ and S”, i.e., S=S’AS”. The specifications S’ and S” capture partial requirements 
of specification S. Therefore, these component specifications are simpler, leading to 
a systematic methodology for program development. Frappier et al. give the detailed 
construction of a program using this paradigm [9]. 
Ainsworth and Wallis introduce a union operator, denoted tatal, that is equivalent to 
our join [l]. They simply define this operator and note that it is a hybrid of two other 
operators: disjunction and fusion. They proceed to state other properties of union and 
use it in their definition of co-refinement by multiple viewpoints. Since we have shown 
that the union operator is in fact the join in the lattice of specifications, this shows 
that their work is closely related to the paradigm of program construction by parts. 
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8. Summary 
We showed that the set of all specification statements, .Yo, and the subset thereof that 
does not use initial-value variables, Y, each forms a complete lattice. We showed that 
9’s is the lattice of conjunctive predicate transformers, and that Y differs from ,Ys. 
A simple predicate calculus formulation of refinement in the lattice of specification 
statements was provided. The join operations in .4p and 9s were calculated and ex- 
plained. These two operations were shown to be different, proving that 9 is not a 
sublattice of 9’0. We showed that the lattice of universally conjunctive predicate trans- 
formers ‘&L, is a proper sublattice of Yo, and related the join to angelic choice in the 
lattice df all predicate transformers. Finally, we mentioned related work and showed 
an application of the join to program development. 
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